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Can you imagine a world without
time? In such a place, everything
would happen at once. There certainly
would be no futures industry, because
futures are all about time. Since time is
with us, it stands to reason that
mathematical methods addressing the
effects of time should be included in
futures trading systems. A major goal
of this News Journal is to help our
readers understand the
many complexities
of the futufes
markets and to help (
you benefit from this
knowledge. To further
that goal, this month we'll discuss the
mathematics of time.

Would it be helpful to the market
analyst to know when to expect the
next high price or next low price?
would you like to be able to forecast
the event of the next moving average
crossover? Since I soent a decade in the
military reliabilitybusiness, it has
been a fascination of mine to apply
the mathematics of time and reliabil-
ity to the futures industry. I believe
that with further study, such predictions
could be made accurately and reliably.

Perhaps I can offer some insights
which will help you incorporate time
analysis, a la reliability theory, into
your next system trading too[. This
article is intended as background
information for further study on your
own. It is my hope to give you ideas
from which you might develop your
own unique strategies.

Like the futures industry, the field
of reliability engineering is heavily
time oriented. The focus of reliability
engineering is to delermine how long

an electronic component or system will
survive. You might call the field of
reliability engineering an event-
oriented science. The event considered
by the reliability engineer is system
failure the failure of a space shuttle or
a radar detection network, etc.

Fortunately for the market analyst,
other events can be considered with
the same failure analysis methods used

by the reliability
engineer In applying
this science to
trading, failure can

be defined as a
trading loss, failure to

complete a predicted price pattern or
failure to meet other predicted criteria.
If it suits your purpose, success could
De substituted for failure without
invalidating the analysis. The math-
ematics work best when the event to
be analyzed is rare. Certainly, very
large profits fall into this category for
many system applications.

In reliability theory, the reliability
of a product is expressed as a function
of time and either its rate of failure or
the mean time between failures.
Reliability is a probability measure
that expresses your chance of perform-
ing a mission without failure.

Failure analysis can be handled in
many ways. Just how one mathemati-
cally addresses the problem depends on
how failures are distributed over lime,
For example, the life insurance actuary
is concerned with failure of the
human body. "The force to mortality"
is a statistical measure for the human
body that generally increases over
time. The older one gets, the more
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likely is the time-conditioned p{obabif
ity of death. The force to mortality
briefly decreases as an infant gets
older, and then flattens out. As we
reach our teenage years, our human
failure rate begins an endless climb.

Electronic equipment has been
shown to exhibit a
constant conditional
rate of faiiure. This
means that no matter
how long a piece of
electronic equipment
has been in service,
the probability of
failure remains the
same. This has been
so since the '60s

when electronic
equipment moved
toward solid state
circuitry. As the radio
tube gave way to
solid state transistors
and other miniature
components, elec-
tronic circuitry was
observed to exhibit a
constant failure rate.
These new electronic
components produced
significant reliability
advances.

whether your appliq4rgn iryolu9q
either a constant failure rate or the
wear-out condition, the distribution of
failures over time can be shown to
exhibit a characteristic distributional
form. With a chance or constant
failure rate, reliability, R, is expressed
mathematically as:

R: e t/T

where T is the reciorocal of the rate of
failure per unit time, t is the operating
time and e is the natural log base,
2.7182818285...

ln this example, as the operating
time goes up, the reliability slowly
drops, but the rate of failure or the
mean time between failufes stays the
same regardless of time.

When the distribution is more
normally distributeq the rate of
failure depends on how long a compo-
nent has been in oDeration. The force
to failure for a device likely to wear
out will actually increase 0ver time. As
vou can see bv the charts below. the

nature of any analysis depends heavily
on the distributional form of the event
under study.

Figure l, which shows the expo-
nential density and force to mortality
and figure 2, which shows the human
force to mortality and density, illus-
trate these Doints.

The proper way to apply reliabil-
ity theory t0 market analysis depends
on the needs of the trader. A starting
point for all traders is to first define
the event you plan to study. This can
be any specific type of failure or
success, depending on your perspective.
Then empirically observe the fre-
quency of the event to form your T
estimate. From there, you would apply
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Macintosh Users:
Trade Data Manager "

Version 1.10 proaid.es
Iast eosy updates See
product summary on
page 5 for detaik.

The September News Journal had
already gone to press when Hurricane
Andrew visited South Florida, so we
felt an epilogue, albeit tardy, was in
order. We are pleased to report that CSI
survived intact, less a few trees and
full electric oower. As Andrew roared
through the pre-dawn and morning
hours of August 24, our automatic
diesel generator kicked in as planned,
keeping the CSI host computer hum-
ming throughout the day. Phone
service was intermittent. but oersistent
callers did manage to get through.

We in Boca Raton were fortunate
that we did not receive the full brunt
of the storm that devastated many of
our neighbors to the south. Although
Boca was a virtual ghost town the
morning after, CSI'S motivated staff
showed up or called in. Data was
delivered on time in a business-as-usual
fashion.

Andrew called into motion CSI'S
emergency service plan which includes
the use of our generator and
uninterruptable power supplies. The
major weakness we found was in
telephone network access. Both Telenet
and Tymnet were down for a time.
This reminds us to alert our use$ that
direct-dial ohone lines should be tried
whenever network access repeatedly
fails.

All CSI personnel loin me in
thanking the many thoughtful users
who called to express concern that we
were 0.K. Hurricane Andrew left a oath
of devastation that words cannot
describe. Your kind thoughts and words
enhance our dedication to provide the
best possible service under the most
trying circumstances. +

APost-AndrewReport

Tell Us Vhat You Want:
We are continually looking for new

ways to serve our usen. Below are a few
software posibilities that have been
suggested. Please rate the following
trading aids in terms of whether they
would be of interest to you.

Tool Kit Additions
Unattended analysis
User Defined-studies
and system simulator
New canned analysis
1) Bolinger bands
2) Retracement
3) Point and figure

Yes Maybe No

Yes Maybe No

Yes
Yes
Yes

Maybe No
Maybe No
Maybe No

Snggested studies (please list)

File Management Utilities
1) combine discrete

data into
continuous files Yes

2) prepare Perpetual
Contract@ data Yes

Stand Alone Analysis
Portfolio optimization
and weighting
ARIMA
Multiple correlation
Trading system
evaluation
User defined
system analysis
Spread trading
Intermarket analysis

Other: (please list)

Maybe

Maybe

Yes Maybe
Yes Maybe
Yes Maybe

Yes Maybe

Yes Maybe
Yes Maybe
Yes Maybe

No
No
No

No

No
No
No

Please clip and return with your
invoice. Thank you! +
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Ask Customer Service

Each nonth ln thrs
colutun our Customer
Seraice stalJ addresses a
toplc of i.nterest to
many CSI sabsc berc.
Thls month, they'll cotvr
a hodgepodge of the
nost Jrcquentl! asked
questions aboat the
update seruice.

\t, If I accns daill updales-onc-e a
ueek, maetngJusl one call lorJtue
dalts of data, does this count as one
or ftue updates?

A. rn. cst hosr computer counts
each day of data you access as one
update. Picking up five days in a
single call counts as five updates.
Users sometimes make the mistake of
selecting the "full week" collection
feature to pick up five days when
only one or two days are needed.
Repeatedly accessing redundant days
in this manner can result in additional
acces charges The rates shown on our
orice schedules assume no more than
26 updates per billing period.

Users of QuickTrieve@ version
4.0J or higher have a "Multiple Days"
option for data retrieval. This feature
lets you retrieve all uncollected days
for your portfolio since your last
access without redundancy, thus
avoiding additional charges.

O. How tonp does it take for a
p'ortJolio chinge to be elfictiue after t
pl^ce mJ) order?

A. tf you order via QuickTrieves
Order Subsystem or Tnde Data
Manager's Portfolio Change feature,
your changes will be posted to your
private portfolio on CSI's host
computer almost immediately. Under
normal circumstances, you can
expect to retrieve your new portfolio
within five minutes or so. If you
order by calling one of our service
representatives, we'll make your
changes on a first-come, first sewe
basis. This process may take as long
as an hour or two, depending on the
backlog of orders.

\1. How loJt+ doa it take to Process a
htstoflcal llatu ofderl

A. Historical data orders for phone
retrieval typically take from one to
three hours to process. Data provided

on diskettes is normally shipped from
one to thfee days after receipt, with
very large orders taking longer. Please
allow extra time for shipping and
specify courier service if desired.

O. Hou do I know which is more
eknomiml - direct dial or nelwork
access at a. higher rate?
l

A. Network service is nrobablv the
most economical if you use it to your
best advantage. For example. accessing
our Error Correction File is a toll-free
benefit, but will result in extra phone
charges if you dial direct. Often cus-
tomer service calls can be avoided
through QuickTrieve and Trade Data
Manager's electronic message subsystems.
Many simple questions can be asked and
answered in this way at no extra charge
to you. You can use the subsystem
whether or not you use network service.
but netw0rk users pay no extra phone
bills for these transmissions. Any time
you have to call a second time to
retrieve data (for whatever reason)
network users incur no extra expense,
whereas direct-dial callers will pay the
phone company for the extra calls.

V. And finallv. a auestion lhal is
riretv ainea iat thd like to answer
anyiay.. I want to make fit! calls to
C*storner Seruice as bri.ef as possible
What steps should I take to assure fast
seruice?

I
A. we can help you most efficiently if
you have all the necessary information
on hand when you call us. Anything
that might be relevant to your problem
should be available. Your User I.D., for
example, is almost always needed. If
you're having a software problem, make
sure your program is up and running
when you call. Also, be sure to wnte down
and mention any effor message you may
have received. In general, the more
infomation you can give us, the faster we
can solve the Droblem. To rsach Customer
Service, pleasi c ll (407) 392-5663. +
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Ask Customer Service

Each ,nonth ln thls
colurnn oar Custorner
Serolce staff ad.dresses a
toplc of lnterest to
many CSI subscrlbers.
This nonttt, the!'ll color
a hod.gepod.ge of the
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questions ohout the
update sert)ice.

O. ff I access daily uDdales once a
w'eei making just"oni catl lor lite
days of d.ata, does thi.s nunt a,s one
or fioe upda.tes?

A. rn. csI host computer counts
each day of data you access as one
update. Picking up five days in a
single call counts as five updates.
Users sometimes make the mistake of
selecting the "full week" collection
feature to pick up five days when
only one or two days are needed.
Repeatedly accessing redundant days
in this manner can result in additional
acces charges. The fates shown on our
orice schedules assume no more than
26 updates per billing period.

Users of QuickTrieve@ version
4.0J or higher have a "Multiple Days"
option for data retrieval. This feature
lets you retrieve all uncollected days
for your portfolio since your last
access without redundancy, thus
avoiding additional charges.

O. How lonp d.oes it take for a
firtlotio cninge to be elficriue afrer I
pla.ce rnJ) order?

A. rf yo, order via QuickTrieve's
Order Subsystem or Tnde D a
Manager's Portfolio Change feature,
your changes will be posted to your
private portfolio on CSI'S host
computer almost immediately. Under
normal circumstances, you can
expect to retrieve your new portfolio
within five minutes or so. If you
order by calling one of our service
representatives, we'll make your
changes on a first-come, first serve
basis. This process may take as long
as an hour or two, depending on the
backlog of orders.

\1. How loy+ doa it take to Prccess a
htstoncal data ord.erl

A. Historical data orders for nhone
retrieval typically take from one to
three hours to process. Data provided

on diskeites is normally shipped from
one to three days after receipt, with
very large orders taking longer. Please
allow extra time for shipping and
specify courier service if desired.

U. How do I know which is morc
r t .

eionomical - direct dial or neluork
a.ccess at a h@er rate?

A. Network service is probably the
most economical if you use it to your
best advantage. for example, accessing
our Error Correction File is a toll-free
benefit, but will result in extra phone
charges if you dial direct. Often cus-
tomer service calls can be avoidec
through QuickTrieve and Trade Data
Manager's electronic message subsystems.
Many simple questions can be asked and
answered in this way at no extra charge
to you. You can use the subsystem
whether or not you use netwofk service.
but network users pay no extra phone
bills for these transmissions. Any time
you have to call a second time to
retrieve data (for whatever reason)
network users incur no extra expense,
whereas direct-dial callers will pay the
phone company for the extra calls.

U. And finatlv. a ouestion thal is
rirety aiked tiat ued like Io ansu,e,
anyiay... I want to make ,n! calls to
Cs,etorner Seruice as brief as possibk
Wha.t steps should I take to assure fast
seraice?

l
A. We can help you most ef ficiently if
you have all the necessary information
on hand when you call us. Anything
that might be relevant to your problem
should be available. Your User I.D., for
example, is almost always needed. If
you're having a software problem, make
sure your program is up and running
when you call. Also, be sure to write down
and mention any efror message you may
have received. In general, the more
information you can give us, the faster we
can solve the oroblem. To reach Customer
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